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In this talk we consider:

•Homogeneous equation without cutoff with full range of angular 
singularity. 

•The case of Maxwell and hard potentials (the later is singular in 
velocity growth). 

•Lp theory (including the case p=∞) with exponential weights 
based in the L1 and L2 theories. 

•Sobolev regularity with exponential weights.



The Boltzmann model

The collision operator

The fractional diffusion: 0<s<1

Maxwell and Hard 𝜸≧0



Coercivity estimate: 
Importance of conservation laws and entropy

Lp estimate for the Heat equation

Needs integration by parts and explicit estimation of the 
Dirichlet product



For the collision operator

In the space

we have that

based on the fact that



Important lemma for the Dirichlet product



Simple argument…

Cancellation lemma Coercivity estimate



Which leads to

Energy estimate for emergence of Lp norms



Special case - L∞ case: A De Giorgi argument

Compute

Note that



Then,

Coercive partL2 remainder L1 remainder

This leads to



Level set energy estimate

Energy functional

Sobolev embedding and the key observation

gives that



This proves the theorem

We work now with polynomial and exponential weights



Adding weights to previous estimates 

Compute

The first is the leading term, already computed.  Second and third terms are 
remainder terms.  The estimation of these terms rely in several classical 
inequalities such as the cancellation lemma and   



The final estimate is given by

Generation of moments and Lemma 2 lead to the estimate

• Rates include emergence of moments and regularity.  
• Constants depend only mass, energy and entropy  



The L∞ case with exponential weights

Notation

Compute

Only one extra term



Again, one is lead to

A similar argument to that of the L∞ - norm leads to



Emergence of exponentially weighted 
regularity: commutator

This is an pointwise remainder result



Bobylev’s formula

For the second term, it have been proven that

Note that

Then

Complete cancelation



Fractional differentiation product

Leads to



Explicit remainder
We already computed

Leading to

After some painful calculations and a classical result



Adding weights

Leads to



Generation and propagation of 
smoothness

Leads to

Then,



Sobolev smoothness 



One key step: using Prop. 4

Interpolation weight - regularity

Leads to



Some references

Thanks!


